The Dog Who Lied Every Day
By Mary
“I have once eaten a lion before!” said the lying dog. The lying dog lied
every day to the animals. Once the animals heard the dog for the first
time they believed him, but when he came back every day with a new lie
they started to not believe the dog. One day Danny (The Lying Dog) saw
an enormous, brave elephant walking towards him. Danny thought it
was just a new animal in town but it had an angry look on his face. “If I
don’t get them chickens in my mouth in three days I will squash you and
your little friends1” said the enormous elephant. Danny didn’t know
what this meant but he an excellent idea in his mind.
So the next day, Danny was in the farm-because he was a sheep dogmoving the sheep to one place to another. Then he was thinking of how
he was going to lie.
A few hours later, Danny up with an excellent idea. The idea was to lie to
the animals and say that an elephant was going to eat him (but actually
there wasn’t an elephant). So he called out “There’s an elephant coming
to eat me!”
Aahh!” screamed the animals running towards Danny. When the animals
got there they looked really worried and scared. “Well, where is the
elephant you were talking about?” asked the lion.
“There is no elephant. Said Danny. I tricked you ha ha ha ha ha!” all the
animals were stunned to what Danny had said. The animals walked away
with an annoyed look on their face.
The day was almost there. The day that the elephant was about to come
and eat all the chickens. Danny was really worried about the elephant
coming because also mentioned something he said if he doesn’t get the
chickens he will squash him and his other animal friends which made
him even more worried.
The next day, Danny woke up from his amazing sleep thinking of what
the elephant will do…then he remember that today was the day. So
Danny warned all his friends to keep all their chickens safe but nobody
listened because of what happened the other day. As Danny dog was

herding the sheep’s he could hear a loud thump coming towards him so
he knew that it was the elephant.
When the elephant arrived he was really angry because Danny didn’t give
him the chickens yet. “Where are my chickens!” shouted the elephant.
“I haven’t got them.”
“What!” said the elephant with a cross look on this face. The dog was
really scared. “Help! There’s an elephant coming to squash me!” said the
dog but nobody came then he said it again. Every time he said it the
elephant would walk closer and closer until he was standing right in
front of Danny. “Your time is up little dog ha ha ha ha!” said the
elephant.
“No! Help Me!” said Danny. SQUASH! Danny was lying on the floor like
a pancake on a pan. When the dog was put somewhere else, all the
animals were happy that The Lying Dog was gone. After that, the
elephant stayed in the jungle with all the other animals as a king. He had
all the chickens he wanted and everyone was happy the elephant was
there to protect the animals.
THE END

